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Skill Sets for Success Challenge

In our fun, fast-paced Skill Sets for Success Challenge, collegiate teams
will compete at a "challenge area" with activity stations that cover various
skill sets, which are essential for personal and professional development.

While the participants are at a station, they won't know what type of skill set
it represents because none of the stations will be labeled. This prevents the
students, faculty, and/or administrators from modifying and adjusting their
style of play to satisfy the skill set they think is being tested.

The Skill Sets for Success Challenge features stations with fun activity
challenges that cover different skills sets that can include:

Computer Skills Station that identifies your specific capabilities using iPads
that deliver challenges and monitor speed and allotted time.

Communication Skills Station that identifies the basic ability to clearly
present your thoughts with activities like Competition to Collaboration, Total
Recall, and Silent Communication.

Leadership Skills Station that identifies how good you are at getting
members of your group to rally around an idea and succeed.

Organization Skills Station that identifies how you can effectively
multi-task and organize during a speed event.

Thinking Skills Station tests thinking skills to solve a problem creatively, to
analyze a complex situation, think outside the box, and make an informed
recommendation.

Teamwork Station tests how well you work with others on challenges where
everyone must work together to win.

Entrepreneurship Station tests your ability and willingness to take risks for
a potential payoff.

Motivation Station covers what you are willing to do to get the job done,
and what have you accomplished that others in your position wouldn't have
been able to accomplish?

Ethics Station explores if you are trustworthy enough to protect someone
else's interest and uphold their reputation.

Some of these challenges can be delivered as a stand-alone program - ask
us about customizing to suit your group.

Since you like this program, you may also consider Building Your Virtual
Team as a remote option!

Program Details

Group Size:
50 to 1000+

Team Size:
Varies

Program Length:
2 to 2.5 hours

Space Requirement
Varies according to your group size.

Setting:
Indoor

Physicality:
Low

Program Elements

Creativity & Resourcefulness

Fun & Engaging Interaction

Individual and Team Development

Innovation & Problem Solving

Performance &
Continuous Improvement
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